23 July 2019

PRESS RELEASE: Motofix Group achieves Electric and Hybrid vehicle repair
qualifications at all eight repair centres
Motofix Group has gained the Institute of the Motor Industry’s (IMI) HEV Level-3; a
qualification designed to inform technicians how to work safely on electric and hybrid
vehicles whilst carrying out diagnostic, testing and repair activities.
The standard set out by BS10125 requires each Bodyshop to have at least one person
certified in this area. However, with the increasing presence of hybrid and electrically
powered vehicles, the Group decided that all relevant staff should be trained to handle these
vehicles to effectively manage the ever-growing number of electric and hybrid vehicles.
In addition to providing all relevant staff with this training, Motofix have incorporated
dedicated electric and hybrid vehicle repair stations in all eight of their branches. These
stations come equipped with specialised tools, along with Health & Safety information
specific to the repair of energy efficient cars. All sites are also now fitted with approved
charging points for customer convenience.
Sue Cripps, Group Standards and Compliance Manager, said “Our goal is not just to meet
the current requirements for industry compliance, but exceed them. As vehicles continue to
use alternative energy sources, we need to ensure we cater to that change and offer the
same exceptional experience to all our customers, whether they drive a petrol, diesel,
electrical or hybrid vehicle.”

Ends

Motofix Accident Repair Centres
Headquartered in Surrey, the Motofix Group is a leading vehicle body repair provider with
eight specialist service delivery centres in the South and Southwest of England. Employing a
skilled workforce of more than 250 people, the Group repairs over 18,000 vehicles annually
and holds corporate compliance and service reputation as core brand values. Motofix is
endorsed by 24 vehicle manufacturers, including some of the world’s leading brands. All
sites hold the prestige BSI Kitemark accreditation and selected sites now offer ADAS and
structural aluminium repair capability.
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